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Editorial

CRS: It Works
It probably can be chalked up to human nature
that often we tend to forget or ignore such ongoing
work as that done by Catholic Relief Services.
Certainly, Catholics, to their everlasting credit,
always respond in abundance to such plights as the
current famine threatening Africa.
The need is graphic, the contributions are made,
even though they often hurt in the pocketbook, and
somehow we rest assured that we have done our part.
And that is so - but only because the middle man is
on the job, in this case Catholic Relief Services, one
of the agencies funded by the American Bishops
Annual Overseas Appeal; the others are Migration
and Refugee Services, the Holy Father's Charities
and the National Apostleship of the Sea Conference.
-. Rochester diocesans in a truly heroic display of
generosity have contributed nearly $200,000 (as of
this writing) to dilute the effects of the present
African drought. And that money is put into action
most efficiently because CRS is already in place and
on the job. And so it goes with earthquakes,
tornadoes and the many other calamities striking
people down, as well as some of the more prosaic
work of helping less privileged people around the
world.
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The annual collection for the bishops' overseas
agencies is this weekend. Last year more than $10
million was collected nationwide, enabling CRS to
provide clean water, agricultural assistance, nutrition
education and leadership training to millions of
people in the developing world.
But CRS does still more. For instance, its executive
director, Lawrence A. Pezzulo, points out that not
only is CRS working on the current famine in
Ethiopia it is also "formulating a strategy dedicated
to recovery and development for which we have
identified three areas of primary emphasis: agricultural productivity, water management and reforestation." In other words, at the same time the
organization is struggling to help current victims it is
also setting up preventive measures against such
future disasters. This calls for the kind of funding

that will come from this weekend's collection.

The group, claiming to have 500 members,, is
brand new and the order itself is largely unknown —
neither the NC News Service or the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops has ever heard of it.
In addition to supporting the idea that a woman
should have an abortion if she wishes, the group is
opposing efforts by Bishop Howard Hubbard of
Albany to block opening of abortion clinics.
Could it be that that the sofcalled order of sisters,
perhaps needing attention, has formed a rump group
to seize on what it sees as an opportunity for
recogniton, namely Bishop Hubbard's blocking of
the abortion clinics? If so, this editorial, in a sense,
may be playing right into their hands. But it is to be
hoped that that may be justified in making a plea to

those members of legitimate religious orders who
signed the New York Times ad concerning Catholics
and abortion. They.should worry over the kind of
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thoughtless knots of publicity-seekers that they may
be inspiring across the land.

A group called "Catholic Women for Reproductive Rights" has popped up in Chicago.
Headed by a "Sister" Deborah J. Barrett, a member
of the noncanonical Sisters for Christian Community, the group also supports contraception, according
to the National Catholic News Service.

The Church's position on abortion is clear.
Perhaps there is room allowed in theological circles
to debate the intricacies involved but certainly such
disagreement does not belong in the public forum
where misunderstandings are bound to confuse not
only Catholics but our friends outside the faith.
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We attribute this great success at. SJR to church membership involvement and
participation and Father
Dollen's cooperation. We
hope*'other parishes and
groups will perpetuate the
momentum and take the initiative to have the film
shown. (Rochester Area
Right to Life, Education
Committee has a 16 mm film
and VHS video cassette.)
George Green
President
Rochester Area Right to
Life Committee, Inc
4 Salem Court
Fairport, N.Y. 14450

Is the Pope
Fallible?
EDITOR:
I have heard several homilies this year wherein we were
told that although the Holy
Father is certainly worthy of
our respect and admiration,
unless he speaks ex-cathedra
Oast done in 1950) he is just a
fallible human being like all
the rest of us - ditto the
magisterium.
Well, I don't know the
theological aspects, but that
troubled me deeply. And
after struggling with it for a
time, it occured to me that,
although that may in a certain sense be true, surely the
Holy Spirit would make certain, for all our sakes, that
the Vicar of Christ would not
be left merely "the blind
leading the blind," and to be
at least a smidgen less fallible

in matters of faith and
morals than the flock he has
the awesome responsibility of
leading to Christ.
Arlene O'Connor
214 Haddon Road
Rochester, N.Y.
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